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Abstract—Failures in the presentation layer of a web application can negatively impact its usability and end users’
perception of the application’s quality. The problem of verifying
the consistency of a web application’s user interface across its
different pages is one of the many challenges that software
development teams face in testing the presentation layer. In this
paper we propose a novel automated approach to detect and
localize visual inconsistencies in web applications. To detect visual
inconsistencies, our approach uses computer vision techniques to
compare a test web page with its reference. Then to localize,
our approach analyzes the structure and style of the underlying
HTML elements to find the faulty elements responsible for the
observed inconsistencies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The increase in usage and popularity of web applications
has also led to increased sophistication in the technologies
used to define and build their client-side User Interfaces (UIs).
This increased sophistication allows the UIs to provide more
features and a richer user experience, but also makes the UIs
more complex to develop and test. This is problematic for
companies as UI related failures can negatively impact a site’s
usability. And studies have shown that the visual appearance of
a web site can impacts users’ perception of its trustworthiness
and the quality of the services or products it delivers [21],
[8]. One aspect in particular, visual consistency – having the
same styling for the website-wide layout components (e.g.,
header and footer) across all of the pages in a web application
– is important from the perspective of the website’s User
Experience (UX), usability, and branding. Developers use
repeated layout components, such as headers, footers, and
navigation menu bars, to make it easy for users to navigate
in a consistent manner between pages, and styling, such as
colors and logo placement, to reinforce branding efforts.
The use of visual consistency is a widespread development
practice and it is easy to assume that its ubiquitous usage
means that it is easy to implement. In fact, modern web
application architectures, such as model-view-controller, and
frameworks that leverage templates help developers ensure
visual consistency. However, the success of these techniques
is directly tied to the expertise of the developers who employ
them. Furthermore, when a Visual Inconsistency (VI) – a
discrepancy between an area of a page and its intended
(visually consistent) appearance – occurs, developers must
still spend enormous time debugging the UIs. Identifying the
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faulty HTML elements in a UI is challenging. Modern web
pages can contain several hundred HTML elements, each of
which can have dozens of CSS style properties that affect its
rendering. Furthermore, rendering effects, such as floating elements, overlays, style inheritance, and dynamic sizing, makes
it difficult to determine which HTML elements are responsible
for an observed failure. Although UI inspection tools, such as
Firebug, are available, the debugging process that uses these
tools is still manually driven. For web applications that contain
a large number of pages, verifying visual consistency is a time
consuming process and its thoroughness can be affected by
time and cost constraints.
To address this problem, we propose an approach to automatically detect and localize VIs in web applications. The
inputs to our approach are a reference page that exemplifies
the visual theme of the site and a set of areas on that page
whose visual appearance should be checked for consistency on
other pages of the site. Our approach checks the other pages
in a website to detect if they are visually inconsistent with
the specified areas. To do this our approach uses computer
vision based techniques to compare the specified areas and
then analyzes the structure and styles of the underlying HTML
elements in those areas to find the faulty HTML elements.
II. O UR A PPROACH
The goal of our approach is to automatically detect and localize VIs present in different web pages of a web application.
Our approach applies techniques from the field of computer
vision [23] to detect VIs, and then analyzes the VI areas to
localize them to HTML elements in the page.
Our approach takes three inputs. The first input is the
reference web page (R) that specifies the visual correctness
properties. The second input is a list of test web pages (T )
to be tested for visual consistency against R. The third input
is a set of areas (M ) of R to be tested for visual consistency
across T . The form of R and each t ∈ T is a URL that points
to either a location on the network or file system where all
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and media files referenced by the
web page can be accessed. The form of each m ∈ M is a
rectangle that specifies the location of the area to be checked
for visual consistency in terms of the x-y coordinates of its
upper left hand corner and its width and height.
From a high level, our approach can be described as having
two phases. The first phase, detection, compares the visual
representations of R and t, in the marked areas, M , to detect
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Fig. 1: Illustrative example
VIs. The second phase, localization, first identifies a set of
underlying HTML elements in the detected VI areas using the
rendering maps of R and t. It then finds pairs of matching
HTML elements from the sets of underlying HTML elements
based on heuristics, such as ID and XPath. The pairs of HTML
elements are then analyzed to identify the faulty HTML
elements responsible for the detected VIs. In the remainder
of this section, we provide more details of the two phases.
To illustrate our approach, we use Figure 1 that shows an
excerpt from the header portion of a web application. Figure 1a
shows the home page of the web application and is used as
the reference page (R) specifying the intended appearance of
the header. Figure 1b shows the page under test, which is
another page in the application. As compared to the reference
pages header, there are two differences in the test page: (1)
the feedback-icon is missing in the top-right menu links and
(2) the bottom menu links are misaligned.
A. Phase 1: Detection
The first phase of the approach detects VIs in different web
pages of a given web application. A naive way to detect VIs
is to perform a textual comparison of the HTML structure of
the web pages. There are two problems with this technique.
First, only a textual difference between two pages does not
necessarily imply that there is a visual difference (VI). This
is because (1) there are often several ways to implement
the styling of HTML elements to make them appear the
same on rendering (e.g., margin and padding can be used to
interchangeably to achieve the same visual effect or setting the
CSS property of font-size to ‘small’ will the have the same
visual effect as setting it to 13px) or (2) a page may have
been restructured in a way that did not translate into a visual
difference (e.g., when a htablei is converted to a table-less
layout with hdivi tags.)
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Fig. 2: Visual differences detected between R and t
To address these problems, our approach uses our prior
work, WebSee [11], [12], for detecting VIs. WebSee uses
Perceptual Image Differencing (PID) [23], a computer vision
technique, to compare screenshots of a rendered reference page
against screenshots of the rendered web pages under test and
detect differences.

For detecting VIs, our approach first captures screenshots
of the browser rendered reference page, R, and the test web
page t ∈ T . The approach then crops the screenshots of
R and t to the given marked areas M , and runs WebSee’s
PID based detection on the cropped screenshots to get a set
of visual difference pixels (DP). Using the PID technique
of image comparison helps our approach in identifying only
the human perceptible visual differences (VIs), ignoring small
pixel level differences that many development teams likely
consider insignificant.
To illustrate phase 1, consider the pages R and t shown in
Figure 1a and Figure 1b, respectively. The approach compares
the screenshots of R and t using WebSee and identifies
visual differences between them as shown in the two areas
in Figure 2. Here the white dots represent difference pixels.
B. Phase 2: Localization
The second phase of the approach localizes the observed
VIs to faulty HTML elements in the web page. It finds the
faulty HTML elements by first finding the sets of underlying
HTML elements in the observed VIs areas from the reference
and test web page, respectively, and then analyzing these sets
to identify the HTML elements responsible for causing the
observed VIs.
Phase 2 takes as input the set of difference pixels (DP)
identified for areas of visual differences (VIs) by phase 1,
the reference page R, and the set of test pages t ∈ T . The
localization phase is comprised of three steps: (1) finding
sets of underlying HTML elements in the areas of visual
differences, (2) mapping corresponding HTML elements from
the sets of underlying elements, and (3) identifying faulty
HTML elements.
The first step in the localization phase is to identify a set of
underlying HTML elements from R and t, respectively, for the
areas of visual differences identified by phase 1. To do this,
the approach uses our prior work, WebSee [11], [12]. WebSee
builds rendering maps of a web page to identify the HTML
elements that belong to the detected visual difference areas.
WebSee creates rendering maps by first building Rectangle
Trees (R-trees) [7] of R and t based on their Document
Object Model (DOM) information. An R-tree is a popular
data structure from the spatial database community that is
used for storing multidimensional data. In the context of
HTML pages, WebSee uses the bounding boxes (rectangles)
of rendered HTML elements as the multidimensional data to
be stored in the R-tree. Thus, an R-tree of an HTML page
describes rendering maps between the HTML elements and the
pixels defined by them. The R-tree is then traversed for every

pixel hx, yi ∈ DP to find the HTML elements that contain
hx, yi. The obtained HTML elements are added to the set
ER representing a set of underlying HTML elements in the
reference page, R. The same procedure is repeated for the test
page, t, to obtain the set Et .
The second step finds matching pairs of elements from the
two sets, ER and Et , obtained from step 1. A mapping of
corresponding elements is required in order to compare the
matching elements from R and t to find the faulty HTML
elements. This mapping is established based on heuristics,
such as XPath, ID, and tagname, that help define similarity
between a pair of HTML elements. The approach iterates over
every et ∈ Et and computes a similarity score between et and
every er ∈ ER . The element er with the highest similarity
score is then selected as the matching element for et and the
pair is added to the map of corresponding elements, Emap .
We now explain the eight heuristics used for calculating the
similarity score between et and er . Heuristic 1 is based on the
ID of the HTML elements. If the ID of et and er is exactly the
same, then the similarityScore is incremented by one. Heuristic 2 compares the tag names of et and er . If the tag names
are exactly the same, then the similarityScore is incremented
by one. Heuristic 3 compares the class names defined in the
class attribute of et and er . (These are the names of the
CSS classes that define the style rules for rendering the HTML
elements.) If the class names match, then the similarityScore
is incremented by one. Heuristic 4 compares the XPaths of
et and er using the Levenshtein distance. The Levenshtein
distance between two strings, str1 and str2 , is the minimum
number of edits required to transform str1 into str2 . The
distance obtained from getLevenshteinDistance() is added to
the similarityScore. Heuristic 5 is based on content similarity.
This heuristic applies to the HTML elements that contain text
content, hai that contain the target URL in the href attribute,
and himgi that contain the image file path in the src attribute.
If the text, href, or src content of et and er matches, then the
similarityScore is incremented by one. Heuristic 6 matches the
location or positioning of et and er when rendered in a browser
by comparing the hx, yi coordinates of the upper left corner
of their bounding boxes. If the location coordinates match,
then the similarityScore is incremented by one. Heuristic 7
matches the size of et and er when rendered in a browser
by comparing the width and height of their bounding boxes.
If the size matches, then the similarityScore is incremented
by one. Heuristic 8 checks the alignment of et and er when
rendered in a browser. The approach checks the top alignment
by comparing the y1 values of the bounding boxes of et and
er given by hx1 , y1 , x2 , y2 i, where hx1 , y1 i represents the
upper left corner and hx2 , y2 i represents the bottom right
corner of a rendered element. Similarly, bottom, left, and right
alignment is checked by comparing the y2 , x1 , and x2 values,
respectively. If any one of the alignments is found matching,
the similarityScore is incremented by one.
The final step in the localization phase analyzes the matched
element pairs from step 2 to identify the faulty HTML
elements responsible for the observed VIs. To do this, the

approach compares the structure and style of the paired
elements, her , et i ∈ Emap , and if a difference is found adds
et to the set of faulty HTML elements, Efaulty . The approach
compares the structure of er and et based on their innerHTML.
The innerHTML of an element, e, gives the HTML content of
all of the descendants of e. In other words, innerHTML of e
is a sub-tree of the DOM-tree of the HTML page, with e as
the root of the sub-tree. For comparing the styles of er and et ,
the approach first obtains all of the styling information defined
by eR and et . The styling information for an element is given
by the CSS properties and HTML attributes along with their
values. The CSS properties and HTML attributes control the
appearance of an element when rendered in a browser.
Referring back to the example, WebSee reports the HTML
elements containing the difference pixels in the areas A and B
in sets ER and Et for the pages R and t, respectively. Then
the corresponding HTML elements in the visual difference
areas of A and B (Figure 2) of ER and Et are mapped and
added to Emap . For instance, referring to area B, the bottom
menu links defined by the huli and hlii elements in ER
and Et are mapped based on similarity score and added to
Emap . Similarly, for area A, the hlii elements and their
corresponding children hai elements are mapped. Then the
VI in the bottom menu links contained by the huli element
is reported as a faulty element and added to the set Efaulty ,
since et ’s CSS property width has a different value compared
to er . For the VI of missing feedback-icon in the top-right
menu links, the hlii element reported as the faulty HTML
elements, as a structural discrepancy is reported — its child
element hai is missing from et as compared with er .
III. R ELATED W ORK
Prior work [11], [10], [12], [9], [13] by the authors in
the field of visual testing of web applications focuses on
handling presentation failures — a discrepancy between the
intended appearance of a website and its actual appearance.
In our approach, we build on this prior work and extend it by
introducing new techniques to enable it to detect and localize
VIs. The localization technique of WebSee identifies all of
the underlying HTML elements defined by the areas of visual
differences. However, this is likely an over-approximated set
and needs to be further analyzed to identify the precise set of
faulty HTML elements responsible for causing VIs (steps 2
and 3 of phase 2).
Another prior work [3] by the authors detects and localizes
presentation failures by comparing visual relationships of
HTML elements in internationalized web pages. However, this
technique could lead to false negatives as it cannot detect
inconsistencies related to styling of the page.
Another group of techniques detect Cross Browser Issues
(XBIs) — a type of presentation failure that occurs when a
web page is rendered inconsistently across different browsers.
Roy Choudhary and colleagues [18], [4], [5] find XBIs by
comparing the DOM structure of the same web page rendered
in a reference browser and a test browser, then report a set of
HTML elements likely to have caused the XBIs. Although

a similar technique of comparing DOM structures of the
reference and test web page can be used for detecting VIs,
it could lead to false positives as there are often several ways
to achieve the same rendering effect by using different HTML
elements (DOM nodes).
Browser plug-ins, such as “PerfectPixel” [1] for Chrome
and “Pixel Perfect” [2] for Firefox, assist developers in finding
visual differences by overlaying a screenshot of the reference
web page on the rendered test web page. These plugins can
help developers find VIs, however this is a manual process.
Also, after detecting a VI, developers have to manually identify the faulty HTML elements. In contrast, our approach
is fully automated. Another tool called, “Fighting Layout
Bugs” [20], automatically detects application independent presentation problems, such as text which is very near or overlaps
a horizontal/vertical edge of an element, text which is not
readable because of too low contrast, and invisible elements.
However, the Fighting Layout Bugs tool cannot be used to
find VIs as they are not application independent.
Work in the area of GUI testing by Memon and colleagues [14], [22], [15], [16] tests the behavior of a software
system based on event sequences triggered from the GUI.
Unlike our work, their work is not focused on finding visual
problems with the GUI, but rather using the GUI as a driver
to find behavioral problems with the system under test.
Another group of techniques validate syntax of HTML [19],
[17], [6] by checking for malformed HTML code that can
cause presentation failures if the rendering browser does not
handle them properly. However, these techniques can only
detect VIs related to HTML syntax errors and not failures
related to application specific appearance properties.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a new idea for detecting and
localizing visual inconsistencies in web applications. Our
approach uses computer vision techniques for detecting the
inconsistencies. It then finds the underlying HTML elements
in the areas of visual differences using rendering maps built
for the web pages and analyzes the underlying elements to
find the faulty HTML elements responsible for the observed
inconsistencies. Overall, we believe this is a promising technique that can effectively assist developers in debugging visual
inconsistencies in web applications.
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